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The device industry trade group, AdvaMed, says the FDA "does a good job" and that makers are helping it "streamline
and refine postmarket reporting mechanisms." That is an elusive quest, given the.

Before , a manufacturer could sell virtually any medical device at will. That year, a new law for the first time
classified medical devices into three risk categories, with clinical data required only for devices in the
highest-risk category, Class III. The FDA has yet to fully enforce even that minimal testing requirement. It
was only in January , about 10 years after the first kits hit the market, that the FDA took action. It ordered 33
companies to conduct the first-ever post-market safety studies of the products. The agency is thinking of
reclassifying those mesh kits to the highest-risk Class III. Clair In , after many unsuccessful diets, Lisa
Wilson, then 46, a pharmacy technician from Seattle, received the Lap-Band adjustable gastric band. The
implanted band constricts the size of the stomach to make it difficult to eat large quantities of food. It also
caused her to throw up almost every day. But she stuck with it, losing 70 pounds, until a routine endoscopy in
December revealed that the band had cut into her stomach lining and would have to be removed immediately.
She developed a post-surgical infection that resulted in a partially collapsed lung and an eight-day hospital
stay. Wilson says she has regained half of the weight she lost. More than , Lap-Bands have been sold
worldwide, according to the annual report from its manufacturer, Allergan. If Lisa Wilson had seen the lone
study on which the approval was based, she might not have been surprised by her problems. Of the people in
the study, 51 percent reported nausea, vomiting, or both, and 25 percent had their bands removed before the
end of the three-year study because of complications or failure to lose enough weight. But in the world of
medical devices, these things often stay hidden. Redberg and colleagues looked at studies done on high-risk
cardiovascular devices that received FDA approval between and Only 27 percent met the gold standard of
being randomized clinical trials, according to the report, published in December in the Journal of the
American Medical Association. Missed alarms Stephen Tower, M. Instead, he became the victim of another
device that was grandfathered onto the market without clinical testing. Called the ASR XL shown at the top of
this page , it was distinctive because both componentsâ€”the ball at the top of the femur and the socket liner
inside the pelvisâ€”were made of chrome-cobalt metal. The all-metal hips were supposedly a great advance
over hips with the traditional plastic socket liner, Tower recalls. He was so enthusiastic that within 10 months
he had put various models of metal-on-metal hips in six of his patients. But by the time a year had passed, it
became clear that something was wrong. Then he started noticing other problems, such as disturbed sleep,
mood swings and anxiety, hearing loss, visual problems, and tinnitus. In August of , DePuy recalled all 93,
ASR XL hips worldwide after it became clear that the device was failing far more often than average and
producing serious injuries. They were able to do so because they have national joint registriesâ€”a list of every
joint implantedâ€”and the ability to track how patients fare with various models. There is no such national
registry in the U. The FDA has a voluntary system whereby doctors, manufacturers, and patients can report
problems with medical devices. And though experts estimate that only a fraction of device problems ever get
reported, from through , the agency received 20, reports of injuries from metal-on-metal total hip
replacements. Of those, 15, concerned the now recalled DePuy hip. Many of the remaining complaints
concerned several other brands and models that are still on the market in the U.
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Posted in Dangerous Devices OCTOBER - Surgical Site Infections (SSIs) can be serious, resulting in multiple surgeries
and amputations. The Bair Hugger is a forced air warmer that is used to maintain normal body temperature in surgery
patients.

We use these products everyday assuming that they have been properly manufactured, tested and approved.
They are, after all, intended to help alleviate serious medical conditions so when these drugs or devices are
found to cause harm, the injured parties and their families have the legal right to seek compensation for their
injuries. We understand the emotional, as well as legal component of these cases and offer a compassionate,
client-focused practice for injuries related to: In an effort to speed up the process of testing and approving
drugs for waiting consumers, the FDA has released many pharmaceuticals that are only now being shown to
cause serious side effects and medical conditions, sometimes many years after the individual used the product.
No Risk â€” No Obligation If you have suffered a serious medical condition while taking a prescription drug
or been injured by a defective medical device, you have legal rights that must be protected and a limited time
to report the injury and file a claim. Contact us today for a FREE consultation and assessment of your injuries.
All cases are taken on contingency, meaning there is never a fee until we recover the maximum settlement for
your very real injuries. Baxter has received six reports of serious injury and three reports of death associated
with this shut-down problem. I recalls are the most serious type of recall and involve situations in which there
is a reasonable probability that use of the affected product will cause serious injury or death. Baxter also
advised customers on March 15, , to stop using any pumps that exhibit a failure code beginning with , , , , and ,
related to these electronic problems. Additionally, Baxter advised customers to take out of service any pumps
that exhibit failure codes In addition to the shut-down problem, the device may exhibit two additional failure
modes: Also, these failures may occur during the infusion of therapy, so it is imperative that health care
institutions have a contingency plan to mitigate any disruptions of infusions of life-sustaining drugs or fluids.
Approximately , Colleague Volumetric Infusion Pumps are currently in use, including , distributed in the
United States. Recalls 50, Heart Defibrillators June 17, As a result of the short circuit, the device can fail to
deliver the necessary shock to the heart. Less than a week later, Guidant issued a second safety advisory about
its implantable defibrillators. The announcements continued on July 18, , when Guidant Corp. What You
Should Know Guidant is reported to have discovered the design flaws in early after receiving two reports of
failures. However, instead of immediately recalling the devices, Guidant chose not to notify patients with the
original defective device â€” or their doctors â€” of the potential problem. Instead, they merely rectified the
problem in new devices. The matter recently came to light in March after the sudden death of a year-old
college student who had received the Guidant defibrillator due to a genetic heart disease. Guidant has
indicated that of the 78, suspect devices, up to 21, can be corrected by external reprogramming. The following
models are included in the recall:
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Do It Yourself ADATER - The lightpipe interface for DELTA RACK 26/04/ JiÅ™in Leave a comment I have developed
this interface in because I had two M-Audio DELTA sound cards at the studio, gathering dust.

Lawyers must know the medical issues and the legal issues. It is critical to know which companies and doctors
can be held liable. Defense lawyers and insurance companies will fight to show the device worked and that the
patient assumed the risk. You need experienced attorneys who know how to prove the device was defective
and who can anticipate many of the arguments and tactics defense lawyers use. A skilled South Carolina
medical device lawyer has the skills to assert the right legal theories for bringing a lawsuit. We know the
statutes of limitations for bringing a legal claim. Our lawyers understand your hurt and make sure we argue for
all of the pain and suffering, medical bills and lost wages South Carolina law allows. We take pride in keeping
our client informed about their case. Answers to common FAQS Patients who suffer harm due to medical
devices that do not work have many questions. Our experienced South Carolina medical device attorneys can
answer many of these questions because we have been fighting for device victims for several decades. Our
initial advice is that because each case is different, the best thing a patient can do is contact our law firm
directly. One of lawyers will review your case for free. The following are some of the most common questions
many people have about dangerous medical devices. The FDA approved my medical device. Should I deal
directly with the manufacturer of a dangerous medical device? If you are suffering because a medical device is
causing pain, you need an experienced South Carolina dangerous medical device attorney to help you. We
know many of the medical devices that do not work, whether there have been FDA warnings, FDA or
manufacturer recalls and other relevant issues. Before you continue with any medical treatments, your best
interest is served by knowing your legal rights. Our firm is ready to help you recover and get compensation.
Please call us as soon as you begin to hurt. Should I talk to an insurance company official if they contact me?
Insurance companies do not have your best interest at heart. They work for the device manufacturers and
health providers. They may try to give you a low settlement and get you to settle before you know your full
medical situation. Your best course of action is to immediately speak with a South Carolina medical device
injury attorney at our firm. Should I accept a settlement from an insurance company if they offer one?
Insurance companies work for the device companies and health care providers. They do not work for you.
They often try to settle cases quickly for much less than they are worth. You should speak with experienced
legal counsel who make sure you know your medical problems, your medical remedies and your legal options.
Our lawyers fight to get patients full compensation, not a quick low ball amount. Do I need to lawyer to deal
with an insurance company and medical device manufacturer? An experienced product liability lawyer in
South Carolina knows how to negotiate with insurance companies and secure the best settlement or verdict for
victims of dangerous medical devices. We know the strategies insurance companies use to get you take an
unfair settlement. We know when and how to negotiate with insurance companies. Contact a firm that has
extensive medical device malfunction experience Your medical device accident case is important to us. Our
top-notch attorneys handle complex cases, not only in our state, but throughout the country. We are dedicated,
driven, and committed to delivering results.
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Dangerous electrical devices, which either should not exist at all, or are examples of poor manufacturing and design.

Medicare requires warming during hip replacement surgeries to reduce bleeding and shorten recovery time.
The Bair Hugger Forced Air Warmer is one type of device used since to maintain normal body temperature
during surgeries. Bair Hugger has been linked to serious infections and complications for many hip
replacement patients. Bacteria from below the operating table can be drawn through the Bair Hugger Warmer,
resulting in the contamination of the surgical site. One patient with serious complications following his hip
surgery required 15 additional surgeries to address the recurring infections. More severe cases of deep joint
infection could result in amputation of a limb or death. One study estimated that 50, patients are warmed with
the Bair Hugger forced air warming system worldwide each day. Marketing information to promote the use of
the Bair Hugger blanket mentions the reduction in cost to the patient, due to shorter hospital stays when the
warmer is used. What they fail to disclose is the reality of post-operative infections, and the cost of subsequent
surgeries to address deep joint infections from bacteria being drawn through the warmer and spread into the
incision site. Legal Commentary If you or a loved one has developed a serious infection after knee or hip
replacement surgery, you may be entitled to compensation for your medical bills and pain and suffering
incurred as a result of the use of the Bair Hugger. With an army of over 20 lawyers and a staff of 50 support
personnel, our experienced defective medical device lawyers are available to provide a free consultation to
review your case. Visit our website at http: About the Author Majed Nachawati is a preeminent
Pharmaceutical Products Liability Lawyer with a focus on representing victims and families harmed by
dangerous products on a nationwide basis. Nachawati has resolved numerous cases through trials and
settlements that have resulted in seven and eight figure confidential settlements. He is licensed to practice
before the Supreme Court of Texas and Arkansas, and is in most federal courts in the nation and holds specific
licenses in the Northern, Southern, and Eastern Districts of Texas. Nachawati has been recognized as a Super
Lawyer in Texas Monthly Magazine for the past six consecutive years for legal excellence, in connection with
pharmaceutical injury cases. Nachawati can be reached by email at mn fnlawfirm. Post navigation Older Posts
About Fears Nachawati Law Firm is a premiere law firm comprised of dedicated personal injury attorneys
who take a unique approach to the practice of law. The founding attorneys of the firm, C. Bryan Fears and
Majed Nachawati, represent plaintiffs who have been involved in wrongful death lawsuits, and serious
personal injury cases.
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Dangerous medical devices are medical devices that may do more harm than good. Instead of solving medical issues,
these devices might actually make the issues worse and cause more problems.

More Articles August 28, Not all at-home fitness equipment is created equal. Some devices have such a
negative impact, even, that you can end up injured. You may be surprised by the problems the product on page
15 can cause. So not only will you gain that water weight back once you reach for a refreshing beverage, but
the forced sweating can lead to dehydration and other health issues. Mostly because any device which claims
to give you a six-pack without doing the work for it is a total hack. Speaking of abs â€¦ 3. This workout
incorporates tons of crunches, which are one of the most injury-inducing exercises out there. The lack of neck
and back support from crunches sets you up for spinal injuries â€” potentially to the point of being too injured
to work out at all. This little device is more dangerous than you may think â€¦ 5. Sliding ab device Sliding
abdominal exercise tool Easyliving Brands via YouTube Sliding abdominal devices had their heyday a few
years back when they became a staple in a handful of at-home workout videos. One of the biggest issues with
at-home workouts? The Rack The Rack all-in-one home gym device informercials via YouTube Yes, this
self-proclaimed all-in-one fitness device looks like a walker. Now this next one is just plain weird â€¦ 7. Face
Trainer The Face Trainer official no! Pull-up bar Beware the at-home pull-up bar iStock. As NerdFitness
points out , poor pull-up form may result in injuries to your arms, shoulders, neck, and back. Another truly
bizarre contraption â€¦ Big Wheel Skates ryan zhang via YouTube Yes, these dorky-looking skates are
actually a thing. This next one will surprise you â€¦ Plus, they also contain drugs that raise your risk of a heart
attack or stroke. Now these are just ridiculous â€¦ The idea behind the cutlery is that you can do bicep curls
with every bite of food and lose weight while you eat. This device is well-known, but not exactly known for
working â€¦ Vibrating fitness equipment is basically bogus. So those vibrating belts that claim to take away
your belly bulge and love handles? Simply a waste of money. And cause knee pain because of how you have
to kneel on the swiveling apparatus. Additionally, like other devices on this list, this machine has a history of
falling apart mid-exercise and setting the user up to get seriously hurt in the process. Did anyone out there
actually think this contraption would work? Hawaii Chair The Hawaii Chair Infomercial Hell via YouTube
The infomercial for this ridiculous chair claims it can help you lose weight while you sit on its swiveling seat.
The jingle literally says: Last but certainly not least â€¦ Shake Weight Shake Weight Amazon Of all the
terrible at-home fitness devices out there, the shake weight may be the absolute worst. You have to do
legitimate resistence training to get those results. Plus, WebMD informs us the constant, unnatural shaking
motion may cause muscle spasms. Check out The Cheat Sheet on Facebook!
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Some devices have such a negative impact, even, that you can end up injured. Here's a look at 15 of the worst â€” and
a few of the most dangerous â€” at-home fitness devices.

View Slideshow Whether you see the Americans with Disabilities Act ADA as a victory or a compromise
largely depends on whether you are one of the 53 million Americans who has a disability. Keeping intruders
from getting into a building is often prioritized over ensuring occupants can safely get out during an
emergency. This battle between accessibility and security is being waged on a number of fronts, but perhaps
nowhere more visibly than in K schools, where parents, some law enforcement and school administrators are
fighting against fire marshals, code officials and the disabled community. Keeping children safe is the goal of
both sides, but opponents of the new security methods being proposed say they violate a number of building
codes as well as Federal Accessibility Laws. But with few financial resources available to properly address the
issue, options for enhancing security seem limited. In response, dozens of retrofit security products are being
marketed to school officials. These devices are available in a number of designs, but the goal of each is the
same â€” to turn the classroom door into a barricade that can theoretically prevent an attacker from gaining
access. These products are inexpensive, easy to install and very effective at keeping a door closed and
preventing an active shooter from entering a classroom. Many classroom barricade devices do not comply
with one or more of these requirements. Although these requirements have been in place for decades, many
proponents of barricades argue that active shooter situations call for extreme responses and should be exempt
from codes mandating free egress, fire protection and accessibility for all. Best Practices for Securing
Classroom Doors from the Inside Another common claim is that active shooter incidents are more common
than fires, so therefore security measures should take precedence over fire safety. This argument is particularly
worrisome to the National Disability Rights Network. According to the National Fire Protection Association
NFPA , between and , there were 1,, non-residential structure fires in the United States, with 1, civilian deaths
and 21, civilian injuries. For the same period, the FBI counted active shooter attacks resulting in deaths and
injuries. These statistics starkly illustrate how vital life safety is to ensure the safety of all building occupants.
The NASFM guidelines for classroom security are aligned with the model codes and underscore the
importance of the requirement for new and existing classroom doors to unlatch with one operation, ensuring
free and immediate egress. Classroom doors must also meet federal accessibility laws and other requirements
of the building codes and fire codes. But several active shooter incidents have involved the assailant
barricading himself inside with the victims, including the shootings at Virginia Tech, the West Nickel Mines
Amish School and Platte Canyon High School. Several states went so far as to enact their own guidelines in
order to allow schools to install these devices. The result was an overwhelming decision to not only maintain
existing egress requirements for classroom doors but to add an additional safety mandate. Any latches
installed on egress doors must be able to be unlatched simultaneously by a single releasing operation from the
egress side. Hardware used to release the latches must be mounted between 34 inches and 48 inches above the
floor. Operation of the hardware for egress must be accomplished without tight grasping, pinching or twisting
of the wrist, and without using a key, tool, special knowledge or effort. Electrified locks may be remotely
engaged to prevent access, but they must allow free egress from the classroom side of the door. Locked
classroom doors must be able to be unlocked from the outside with a key or other approved means, to allow
access for school staff and emergency responders this is the new requirement that was added to the model
codes. Door closers, panic hardware and fire exit hardware may not be modified by retrofit locking devices
and modifications to fire door assemblies must be in accordance with NFPA 80 â€” Standard for Fire Doors
and Other Opening Protectives. In addition, NFPA requires the doors to be lockable from within the
classroom, without opening the door. But while this may appear to have been a great victory for those fighting
on the side of accessibility and life safety, it will be several years before these new codes are adopted. In the
meantime, parents and school administrators continue to be seduced by the promise of a quick and
inexpensive solution to their security needs.
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Help your audience discover your sounds. Let your audience know what to hear first. With any Pro plan, get Spotlight to
showcase the best of your music & audio at the top of your profile.

Chapter 8 : Medical Device Litigation Attorneys | Bailey & Galyen Attorneys at Law
Dangerous Drugs & Devices Every year, thousands of people suffer from serious, even fatal, side effects of some
pharmaceuticalsâ€”medication they believed to be safe. Still more are injured by dangerous or defective drugs and
medical devices.

Chapter 9 : Dangerous Medical Implants and Devices - Consumer Reports
Tens of millions of Americans live with medical devices implanted in their bodiesâ€”artificial joints, heart defibrillators,
surgical mesh. And it's a safe bet that most of them assume that.
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